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A Lean Synopsis

The Challenge The Result
Combining LeanConvert’s managed services 

with our in-housing program led to Entain 
conducting 132% more tests in the first year, 
with another 53% increase in tests over the 

following six months. Moreover, newly 
implemented monitoring tools allowed for 

advanced warning to any negative 
experiences. 

Entain (formerly GVC) wanted to enhance 
their optimisation strategy and 

infrastructure, scaling up the gaming 
giant’s test-and-learn culture with new 

software, error-proof testing, and 
upgraded skills.



About Entain

Entain [FTSE 100] is one of the largest 
sports betting and gaming groups in 
the world, operating a great number of 
the industry’s most popular online 
brands.



Lean On Us
In 2018, Entain enlisted LeanConvert’s managed services in order to strengthen  

their optimisation strategy and create meaningful customer experiences.

This caused a significant uplift in completed registrations for Entain, which you 
can read about here. 

The success of this program inspired Entain to work with LeanConvert in a 
larger capacity. They enlisted us to transition and teach our skills and know-how 

to Entain’s team, enabling them to scale up their internal experimentation and 
personalisation programs.

https://leanconvert.com/results/gvc-case-study


LeanConvert’s approach provided a secure, 
data-driven, and scalable solution for Entain’s 

in-house team. 

Results

● Much higher volume of tests
● Increased test accuracy 
● Personalisation in high-traffic areas
● Accelerated approach to testing

Lean Building Blocks

Process
● Hands-on knowledge “by doing”, enabling future 

independence for Entain’s team
● ”Lean Engineering approach to experimentation

People 
● Industry-leading optimisation specialists
● Platform-agnostic experts [Entain used 

three platforms]

Scalability
● Connecting optimisation platform data to Entain 

CDP to ensure single-customer view 
● Finding a universal mathematical and statistical 

approach to validate test results
● Automatic Quality Monitoring with Sentry to 

support high volume of experiences



LeanConvert Solution
People 

Entain LeanConvert

Stakeholder

LeanConvert’s team members are certified 
experts across every noteworthy software 
vendor. We used interactive, action-oriented 
training in order to help Entain’s in-house 
optimisation team build experiments faster. 

As time went on, Entain was more and more 
capable of operating with less guidance from 
LeanConvert, with the goal always being to 
become more independent through learning. 

TEAM INTEGRATION



LeanConvert Solution
People 

Stefan Kalcher
Head of Product, Analytics & Optimisation at Entain

“LeanConvert’s coaches and trainers were the very same people who ran our managed 
service, so they were already integrated into the team. This allowed them to teach the 
LeanConvert way of doing things, helping to support Entain’s move toward scaling 
experimentation and personalisation within the group. Their drive and expertise become 
contagious, and that translated into powerful results. They’re not afraid to share their 
secret recipe, which helped to create a trusting, collaborative way of working across 
group. 



LeanConvert Solution

Instilling LeanConvert’s unique approach to 
optimisation helped Entain’s in-house team stay 
organised and informed, using tools like Jira and 
Impact Mapping for enhanced program 
management with clear, trackable objectives. 

This new Lean culture around testing was a 
major factor in significantly boosting Entain’s 
velocity, and has become integral to their 
process.

Process



LeanConvert Solution
Process

“

Bri Axon
Director of Operations, LeanConvert

Two-day workshops are great for learning a new skill or tool. But when it comes 
to creating lasting change, you need a much more integrated approach. The goal 
is to give the team the confidence and skills needed in order to achieve results 
they previously thought to be impossible. That’s longstanding. It’s also scalable 
and repeatable, which is crucial for Entain’s global growth. 



LeanConvert Solution
Scale

LeanConvert’s bespoke solution for Entain 
monitored the health of their optimisation program, 
making sure that tests were live, metrics were firing, 
errors were accounted for, and so on. This ensured 
that all tests were trustworthy with actionable 
results during thousands upon thousands of 
experiences.

By training the team in multiple optimisation 
platforms such as Oracle Maxymiser and Adobe 
Target, the output ramped up as new markets 
opened.
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LeanConvert Solution
Scale

“ Entain is a technology company and LeanConvert was always 
supporting them to grow their program internally. At first they were 
leaning heavily on us for experimentation, but we then got them 
standing on their own two feet. 

Tim Axon
Managing Director & Founder, LeanConvert



Results

132% more tests in the first 
year, with another 53% 

increase in tests over the 
following six months. 

Mastery of Oracle Maxymiser 
and Adobe Target with fully 
integrated behavioural and 

web analytics.

Lean approach to 
experimentation for increased 

overall effectiveness.

Program scalability through 
customised automatic 

signaling. 



“
Stefan Kalcher

Head of Product, Analytics & 
Optimisation

Our industry is fueled by innovation–it’s all 
about simplification and optimisation of 
journeys and experiences. LeanConvert 
supported us to test and learn at a pace that 
got us ahead-of-the-curve.The tests and 
iterations delivered powerful statistical results, 
but the real power was the outcome of now 
outlearning our competition.



Thank You!


